Hollander PowerStation™

Hollander’s PowerStation is a powerful, pre-configured mini-server for running Powerlink®, the industry’s leading yard management system. For a low monthly fee, PowerStation is delivered to you with the operating system, database, and Powerlink¹ applications installed and configured, significantly simplifying the process of getting up and running on the system.

• Low monthly fee spreads the cost of the server over 36 months.
• Easy to set up and maintain.
• Utilizes latest hardware technology for high performance (e.g. processor, solid state drive).
• Utilizes remote desktop connectivity to extend Powerlink applications to workstations.
• Works with all computers, including Apple Mac’s.
• Overnight warranty replacement².
• Backup via Hollander’s Powerlink Backup service or on a flash drive.

Specifications

• Operating System: Microsoft® Windows® 10 64Bit
• Database: Microsoft® SQL Server 2014 Express Edition
• Processor: Intel® i5, 2.7GHz (2 Cores, 4 Logical Processors)
• Hard Drive: 100GB
• Memory: 16GB
• Dimensions: 2.24” H x 7.71” W x 10.6” L
• Warranty: 3 Years

¹ License fees for Powerlink application are not included in the monthly fee for PowerStation.
² Overnight replacement is standard, but under certain circumstances may not be possible.

For more information call Hollander at 800-825-0644